
TEXT BANK FIN 202 CHAP 1

corporate finance, 3e (berk/demarzo) chapter the corporation the four types of firms sole proprietorship is owned by: one
person. two of more persons.

A credit is used to record an increase in all of the fo owing accounts except: A. Office Equipment.
Comprehensive "1. Decreases in equity. Lalse 2". Is determined by generally accepted accounting principles.
Is the right-hand side of a T-account. The difference between the total debits and total credits for an account
including the beginning balance. Select the account below that normally has a credit ba a ce. Credits always
increase account balances. Presentation of financi l info m tion to decision-makers. Always a credit. Li ed
wireless d. Identify the account below that impac s he Equity of a business: A. Accounts Receivable B.
Chapter 1: Introduction to Computers Question 1L "0 nar No reproduction or distribution without the prior
written consent of McGraw-Hill Education 8. The general journal entry made by Willow Rentals will include
a: A. Information c. Is always a decrease in an account. Balance column sheet. In a double-entry accounting
system, the total dollar amount debited must always equal the total dollar amount credited. The dividends
account normally has a debit balance. The right side of a T-account is a n : A. Cou plug a 5. The detail of
individual revenue and expense accounts is reported on the statement of retained earnings. A business uses a
credit to record: A. A simple tool that is widely used in accounting to represent a ledger account and to
understand how debits and credits affect an account balance is called a: A. Man computers store enormous
amounts of data and make this data availa! Revenues always increase equity. Mind of software that consists of
programs designed to make users more productive NiO 2. Are prepared internally to ensure accuracy. The
general journal is known as the book of final entry because financial statements are prepared from it. Common
Stock D. Asset accounts normally have debit balances and revenue accounts normally have credit balances. In
certain circumstances the total amount debited need not equal the total amount credited for a particular tr ns
ction. Payments made for products and services that never expire. Debits increase asset and expense accoun s.
Increase in revenues as a result of delivering products or services to a customer. Chapter 1: Introduction to
Computers Question M1L 0 Cameras small enough to swallow 9 sometimes called a cochlear implant 9 take
pictures inside our! Credits increase asset and expense accoun s, and decrease liability, equity, and revenue
accounts. Chapter 1: Introduction to Computers Question M 1H"3 Identify the letter of the choice that best
matches the phrase or definition..


